Abstract Multi Agent Systems in Mobile Robotics are generally use to represent Multi Robot Systems and to study the interaction between robots to achieve a global task. But mobUe robot agent8 are designed in different waya, with a reactive level and sometimes a cognitive level to provide the behavior of the agent with a deliberative decidon making. After a brief survey of the use of Multi Agent Systems in Mobile Robotics, we explore the pouibility to design a mobile robot agent using an other Multi Agent System based on selfinterested autonomous entities of the mobile robot.
I INTRODUCTION
The complexity of systems due to multiple autonomous entities like mobile robots, makes Multi Agent System an attractive concept. Generally, for lack of one finite model only of such complex systems (in Robotics, Telerobotics, Process Control ..etc.), Multi Agent concept is useful. They provide applications with distributed decision making and robustness face to unexpected events (for example agent failures). In this paper we present a brief survey on the use of Multi Agent Systems in Mobile Robotics, generally to coordinate autonomous robot societies. Then we present different approaches to design such mobile robot agents, especially in their reactive and deliberative aspects. In the second part, we explore the possibility to use a Multi Agent System to design such agents, using a simple example implementing agents as self-interested autonomous physical parts of a mobile robot. Finally, we propose a Multi Agent System to design reactive level of an intelligent control architecture of a mobile robot, implementing agents as behavioral entities .
A MOBILE ROBOT IS AN AGENT
Research is currently being conducted on the use of multiple robots to solve problems in a changin workspace and more particularly to achieve a globa task.
If

A . Multi Robots Systems
Generally in the literature, a whole autonomous mobile robot is considered as an agent, and the Multi Agent concept in this case is used to study interaction mechanisms between these entities to result in a selforganization of the set of agents.
In this wa , F'ukuda proposes the CEBOT system [lo] to study d e self-organizing behavior of heterogeneous robotic agents, called Cellular Robots. For example, in [13] , they use Mobile cells to carry the same object coordinately. In this approach each cell must obey simple controI laws. The resulting distributed decision making of this kind of multi agent robotic system is then studied as the conditions on the different parameters of these control laws to keep the t e tal system stable. The efficiency of such an approach is evaluated according to the number of agents used to achieve the task. Other works were developed in the same way, using reactive agents to perform a task in dangerous or inaccessible environments for human beings. Brooks [7] at MIT uses Subsumption-based multi agent teams a8 mobile robot builders for a lunar base construction. Likewise Steels uses micro robot societies to collect some sampIes in other planets and studies self-organization between reactive agents [ 191, Arkin evaluates the impact of the absence of interagent communications or of simple communications between agents to achieve a given task 21. But in fact kind of agent used and how we design it.
B.
the eEciency of a Multi Agent System 6 epends on the
Design of a Mobrle Robot Agent
Autonomous mobile robots can be strictly reactive or CO nitive reactive agents, according to the use or not o a 6 a deli erative level in their decision making. Of course in the case of purely reactive agents, when "Intelligence is determined by the dynamics of interaction with the world" [6] , a self-organization of "non-intelligent" mobile robots about a same goal is more spectacular. Nevertheless such an approach can present some short comings due to the lack of flexibility to take advantage of a priori knowledge [ll] , when the robots must perform a different task. In the robotica field, reactive agents have gained popularity. They are characterized by a reactive low-level control, to ensure the faatest feedback loo through the real rooks uses subsumption mechanism to coordinate these different loop : an arbitration mechanism based on competence levels of the agent, allows to inhibit outputs of lower-levels of the agent. The lack of flexibility of such static priorities between competence levela lead him to introduce the activation level concept [14] which can be modified according to spread of m asage between reactive layers (hormones [SI).
Kaelbling [12] propose an approach baaed on the situated-automata concept to apply relevant actions on the environment according to the sensory information and the current state of the system. In the stme way [9] lay strees on need of the global understanding of the situation of the mobile robot face to its environment. So they introduce a high-level controller, blackboard baeed, to elect the relevant activity of the system from the overall sensory informations collected on the blackboard.
Other approaches try to combine deliberative and reactive aspects in the design of a mobile robot agent, even if the word "Agent" is not always used to represent the mobile robot as an autonomous self-interested entity. Arkin uses a combination mechanism (a kind of otential field method) to combine the effects of its world knowledges to improve the system strate configuring behawors towards a more flexible f&ner-based system [l]. Simmons General1 , the design of an intelligent control architecture dbesn't use the Multi Agent concept, probably because the autonomy of each considered entity is riot so clear aa the autonomy and the self-interest, of a whole mobile robot. Only a few papers deal with the posaibility to call an "Agent" a component of a mobile robot. Here we are going to preeent a simple example of such an approach using a Multi Agent System to design an intelligent control architecture of a Mobile robot. Here we consider an agent as a self-interested autonomous physical entity.
Thie example is stron ly influenced by the Braitenberg's Vehicles [3] . In fact in this example we choose some couplea of sensora/actuators to describe our agents.
A.
The agent wheel lx0-Q course such an agent is very limited for its motions and only one agent isn't very interesting for an application even if it is autonomous and self-interested.
B.
The corresponding Multi Agent System A mobile robot with two differential wheels is an example in this case of Multi Agent System using two of these agents. Each agent can always select its velocity according to where the first brackets represent the own decision making of the first agent involving its perception y1 and the second, the influence of the other agent. The resulting behavior of the mobile robot corresponds to one Vehicle 2 in the Braintenberg's classification. The mobile robot searches for obstacles and keeps face to the first encountered with the desired distance. This example is only a simple one to explain how we could comider a physical autonomous entity of a mobile robot as an agent and then the mobile robot itself as a Multi Agent System. Then we are going to present our Multi Agent System approach to design the reactive level of a mobile robot architecture. In this caae the agent is a virtual entity and a component of the mobile robot reactive behavior.
1V WHEN AN AGENT IS A BEHAVIORAL ENTITY
In oiir approach, the agent is a virtual entity in the mobile robot design. In fact each agent is a behavioral entity for the mobile robot and gives it a basic behavior face to its environment. Each basic behavior is autonomous because they can work alone, and self-interested because it has its own goal ( to avoid obstacle, to follow the environment on the left ... etc).
1) T h e agent :
The agent consists of three parts (figure 4) :
The perceptual part is divided into two levels. The first level generates a symbolic representation of the current situation of the mobile robot needed by the decision making part. The second This is the only way for the agent to act in the real environment.
The decision making part evaluates the conditions to activate or disactivate the agent according to the current situation perceived by the agent and its opportunistic strategy.
2) The corresponding Multi Agent System. :
Like we have seen in section 2 of this paper, we can use different interaction principles like subsumption mechanism, situated approach, combination mechanism ... etc. In the case of an arbitration mechanism we must verify that only one behavior is running at a time to avoid unmanaged conflicts. In the case of a combination mechanism between agents this problem is avoided but the system is harder to tune (The emergent behavior is not a basic one but a fusion of different behaviors). In our agent model, our approach is a situation oriented one. Each agent is activated accordinq to its own activation conditions on the current situation. To avoid conflicts we can add priorities between agents to choose the best one to activate.
In our experiment with the mobile robot Khepera [15 (figure 5), we use three agents and so three kinds using neural networks, control laws ... The behavior of the aecond a ent allows to follow the environment on the left side. t h i s is a control law that servea the distance between the sensor 1 and the obstacle on the left (claesically a wall) and the distance between the saw" 3 and the obstacle on the left front of the mobile robot. In fact the corresponding behavior is following the obstacles on the left and slowing down wheen it meets an obstacle.
K1 and K2 are chosen to stabilize the system. Of course this a ent is more precise but less robust beimperfect model of the environment. Fortunately, we can choose when such an agent is really efficient and can be activated according to the representation of the current situation and the activation conditions of the agent. The third agent looks like the previous one, but to follow the environment on the right of the mobile robot and to slow down when an obstacle appears in its right front.
We can have a complex representation of the current situation of the mobile robot according to the sophistication of the first level of the perceptual part in our agents to choose the most relevant basic behavior at each time. In fact in our experiment we choose anly a simple representation of the current situation of the mobile robot according to the symbolic information of the proximity sensors : for each sensor, is it stimulated or not ? Thus the first level of the perceptual part put a threshold on the sensor measurement to consider it as stimulated or not and so to give the corresponding binary data for each infra-red sensor. In this way the symbolic representation of the situation consists of eight binary data : Thus we obtain an overall robust behavior (figure 6) of the mobile robot as the situated interaction between the corresponding basic behaviors of each agents.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented different uses of Multi Agent Systems and more particularly in the mobile robotics field. Generally, a mobile robot may be considered as an agent and a Multi Robot System studied as a Multi Agent System. We have seen that a lot of different approachea can be used to design a mobile robot as an agent and it seems very difficult to find a common representation to describe and compare these different approaches. In the second part of this paper we explore the possibility to describe such systems as Multi Agent Systems by decoupling a mobile robot into different virtual or physical autonomous entities. In fact the main idea of this paper is to ask both questions : is an agent an autonomous module ?, and can an agent be designed as a Multi Agent System itself?
